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DNA dataset gave a much higher prevalence than generally accepted (Gao et al. 2019 ).
Thus apart from data derived from some small isolated populations, where the reported incidence of WD is high (Dedoussis et al. 2005; Garcia-Villarreal et al. 2000) , and small screening studies using low caeruloplasmin as the target (Hahn et al. 2002; Ohura et al. 1999 ), most epidemiological studies, including a study of all patients diagnosed in Denmark (Moller et al. 2011) , predict prevalences that are in the range of 0.25 to 5.87 per 100,000 of the population (Gao et al. 2019) . These figures are similar to the often quoted prevalence estimate of 30 per million from Scheinberg and Sternlieb in 1984 (Scheinberg and Sternlieb 1984) .
Over 700 variants in ATP7B have been reported as associated with WD. The majority of patients are compound heterozygotes, the minority being homozygous for a single variant.
A wide range of presentation and phenotype is recognised in WD and a relationship to ATP7B genotypes has been sought as a possible explanation, on the basis that causal variants will have different penetrance and expression. However, phenotype/genotype studies to date have shown a poor relationship (Chang and Hahn 2017; Ferenci et al. 2019 ). There has been increasing interest in the impact of other modifying genes and factors (Medici and Weiss 2017).
Thus questions remain regarding the biological impact of ATP7B variants on the clinical phenotype of WD and also its prevalence worldwide. The possibility of reduced penetrance of ATP7B variants has been suggested by recent studies (Loudianos et al. 2016; Sandahl et al. 2020; Stattermayer et al. 2019 ).
Next generation DNA sequencing (NGS) databases provide the opportunity to analyse the prevalence of WD variants in large populations and sub-populations. The Genome Aggregation Database (gnomAD) database contains variant frequencies derived from the whole exome or whole genome sequencing of over 120,000 people, from eight ethnic subgroups. NGS datasets are valuable resources and have been used by us and others for estimating the population prevalence of genetic diseases, such as HFE and non-HFE hemochromatosis (Wallace and Subramaniam 2016) and primary ubiquinone deficiency (Hughes et al. 2017) . A recent study, that was published while this article was in preparation, used the gnomAD dataset to predict the prevalence of WD (Gao et al. 2019) .
The authors concluded that the global prevalence was around 1 in 7000 (Gao et al. 2019) .
We have taken a different approach to evaluate variant penetrance and predict that reduced penetrance of several ATP7B variants is likely to have a more substantial effect on the occurrence of clinically recognised WD, bringing the predicted prevalence from this NGS dataset closer to traditional estimates derived from epidemiologic studies (Scheinberg and Sternlieb 1984) .
Our study highlights the difficulty in accurately assigning pathogenicity to ATP7B variants and the importance of defining penetrance when predicting the prevalence of inherited diseases using population genetic data. The resulting prevalence derived from this study is intermediate between historical estimates and those from more recent studies, at approximately 1 in 19,500, with figures above and below this in specific populations.
Results

Wilson disease-associated ATP7B variants
The WDMD contained 525 unique ATP7B variants that have been reported in patients with WD and classified as disease causing ( Supplementary Table S1 ). A literature search (between 2010 and April 2017) revealed a further 207 unique ATP7B variants associated with WD since the last update of the WDMD ( Supplementary Table S2 ). Thus 732 ATP7B variants predicted to be causative of WD have been reported up until April 2017. For this study we refer to these 732 variants as WD-associated ATP7B (WD-ATP7B) variants.
The WD-ATP7B variants were categorized into their predicted functional effects, with the majority (400) being single base missense (non-synonymous) substitutions (Table 1) .
Variants predicted to cause major disruption to the protein coding sequence were further classified as loss of function (LoF). Variants were considered LoF if they were frameshift, stop gain (nonsense), start loss, splice donor, splice acceptor variants or large deletions involving whole exons. A total of 279 WD-ATP7B variants were categorized as LoF (Table   1) and their pathogenicity was considered to be high.
WD-ATP7B variants identified in the gnomAD dataset
Of the 732 WD-ATP7B variants 231 were present in the gnomAD dataset derived from >120,000 individuals (Lek et al. 2016) (Table 1) . There was a higher proportion of missense variants among the WD-ATP7B variants present in gnomAD compared to the total WD-ATP7B variants reported in the literature (68% compared to 55%; Fisher's Exact test, p=0.0002). Consequently there were also fewer LoF variants among the WD-ATP7B variants present in gnomAD (24% compared to 38%; Fisher's Exact test, p<0.0001).
However, we also identified an additional 51 LoF variants present in the gnomAD dataset that had not been reported in the literature as associated with WD ( Supplementary Table  S3 ). In addition we identified 10 copy number variants (CNVs), that would be expected to delete large portions of the ATP7B coding sequence, in the Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC) database, a forerunner of gnomAD, that contains approximately half the number of genomic sequences ( Supplementary Table 3 ) (Ruderfer et al. 2016) . We assumed that ATP7B LoF variants and CNV deletions would almost certainly be causative of WD when in the homozygous state or compound heterozygous state with other pathogenic ATP7B variants and their frequency data were included in subsequent calculations.
Predicted prevalence of WD-associated genotypes in the gnomAD populations
Allele frequencies for all reported WD-ATP7B variants and the additional LoF variants and CNV deletions present in the gnomAD dataset were summed to give an estimate for the combined allele frequency of all WD-ATP7B variants in this population, which we have termed the pathogenic allele frequency (PAF). This was done for the entire gnomAD population and also for the 8 subpopulations that make up this dataset (Table 2) .
Assuming Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and using the Hardy-Weinberg equation, the PAFs were used to calculate the pathogenic genotype frequencies (being homozygous or compound heterozygous for WD-ATP7B variants), the heterozygous genotype frequencies (being heterozygous for WD-ATP7B variants) and the carrier rates for these genotypes, expressed as one per "n" of the population ( Table 2 ). The PAF in the whole gnomAD dataset was 2.055%, giving a pathogenic genotype rate (PGR) of 1 in 2367 and heterozygous carrier rate of 1 in 25. The highest PAF was seen in the Ashkenazi Jewish population (PAF 3.005%, PGR 1 in 1107) and the lowest in the African population (gnomAD: PAF 1.245%, PGR 1 in 6451). Frequency data were also calculated without the non-reported LoF variants and CNV deletions ( Supplementary Table S4 ). However, due to the low combined allele frequency of these additional variants, the PAFs and PGRs were only marginally lower when these variants were not included (global population: PAF 2.004%, PGR 1 in 2491).
Identification of low penetrant or non-causative ATP7B variants
Our initial estimate for the population prevalence of WD-ATP7B variants and consequently the predicted prevalence of WD in the gnomAD population of around 1 in 2400 with heterozygous carrier rate of 1 in 25 is considerably higher than the often quoted prevalence of 1 in 30,000 with 1 in 90 heterozygous carriers. It is also higher than prevalence estimates obtained from genetic studies in the UK (1 in 7000) (Coffey et al.
2013), France
(1 in 4000) (Collet et al. 2018) , and another recent study that also utilized allele frequency data from gnomAD (1 in 7000) (Gao et al. 2019 ). These genetic studies employed some filtering strategies, largely based on predictive software to remove WD-ATP7B variants that are likely to be benign or of uncertain significance. However, these genetic studies and our initial estimate do not appear to reflect the incidence of WD presenting to the clinic and suggest either that many WD patients remain undiagnosed or that some WD-ATP7B variants are not causative or have low penetrance.
We addressed the issue of variant penetrance using two approaches: firstly, by comparing the allele frequencies of individual variants in the gnomAD dataset with the frequency with which these variants have been reported in association with WD in the literature; and secondly by utilizing VEP algorithms.
In the first approach, if the allele frequency in the gnomAD dataset was such that more reports would have been expected in the literature (analysed broadly by number of references) then the variant was considered as a 'probable low penetrant' variant. Thus, when we ranked WD-ATP7B variants according to their allele frequencies in the gnomAD population we noticed that the p.His1069Gln variant, the most common WD-associated variant in European populations, was ranked number 6 in the entire gnomAD dataset, number 5 in the European (Finnish and non-Finnish) subpopulations and number 3 in the Ashkenazi Jewish subpopulation. Thus there were several WD-ATP7B variants with higher allele frequencies in these populations that would be expected to be detected regularly in WD patients. The 5 WD-ATP7B variants that ranked higher than p.His1069Gln in the gnomAD dataset were p.Val536Ala, p.Thr1434Met, p.Met665Ile, p.Thr991Met and p.Pro1379Ser. These variants have only been reported in a small number of cases of WD and hence their causality and/or penetrance is in question.
We also attempted to identify variants that have questionable causality/penetrance by comparing them against a recent review article that analysed the geographic distribution of ATP7B variants that have been reported in WD patients (Gomes and Dedoussis 2016).
This review lists the most commonly encountered ATP7B variants in WD patients from geographic regions around the world. Any variants reported in this article were considered to have high penetrance. Interestingly, the 5 variants with gnomAD allele frequencies higher than p.His1069Gln were not listed in the Gomes and Dedoussis review (Gomes and Dedoussis 2016) suggesting that they are not commonly associated with WD.
We formalised this approach by analysing data from the WDMD. The WDMD lists all references that have reported particular variants. We counted the number of references associated with each WD-ATP7B variant ( Supplementary Table S1 ). The p.His1069Gln variant is listed against 46 references, the highest number for any variant in the WDMD. In contrast the 5 variants with higher gnomAD allele frequencies have only 1 or 2 associated references in the WDMD ( Supplementary Table S1 ), suggesting that their penetrance is low. We plotted gnomAD allele frequency against number of WDMD references for all WD-ATP7B variants and highlighted those variants that were reported by Gomes and Dedoussis (Gomes and Dedoussis 2016) ( Figure 1A ). This analysis showed that there were a number of variants with relatively high allele frequencies in gnomAD, not reported in the Gomes and Dedoussis review paper and with few references in the WDMD. These variants are clustered towards the left-hand side of the graph in Figure 1A . On the basis of this analysis we classified 13 variants as having 'probable low penetrance' (Table 3) .
Comparison of variant effect prediction (VEP) algorithms
VEP algorithms are used extensively to predict whether amino acid substitutions (missense variants) are likely to alter protein function and hence contribute to disease. We analysed the ability of 16 VEP algorithms to discriminate between WD-associated and non-WD-associated ATP7B missense variants (Supplementary Results). We determined that the VEST3 algorithm was the best at discriminating between WD and non-WD missense variants in the ATP7B gene ( Supplementary Figures S1 and S2 ).
We classified WD-ATP7B missense variants found in the WDMD and in our literature search as 'possible low penetrance' if they had a VEST3 score of <0.5 ( Figure 1B ). There were 11 such variants in the gnomAD dataset that were contributing to our initial estimates of WD prevalence (Table 3) . Two of these variants were also classified as probable low penetrance in the previous analysis based on the number of publications.
Prevalence of WD-ATP7B variants in the gnomAD dataset after removing variants with probable or possible low penetrance
Exclusion from the analysis of the 13 WD-ATP7B variants with probable low penetrance, based on relatively high allele frequencies but low numbers of reports in WD patients, resulted in a significant reduction in the predicted prevalence of WD. The updated PAF after exclusion of these variants was 0.76% in the gnomAD dataset, with PGR of 1 in 16,832. The updated PAFs, genotype frequencies and carrier rates, including the results for each subpopulation can be seen in Table 4 .
13
The remaining 9 variants with possible low penetrance based on VEST3 score had lower allele frequencies and consequently their exclusion from the analyses had less effect on the predicted prevalence of WD. After exclusion of these variants the updated PAF decreased to 0.71% for the gnomAD dataset, with PGR of 1 in 19,457. The updated PAFs, genotype frequencies and carrier rates, including the results for each subpopulation can be seen in Table 5 .
Discussion
We have used publically available NGS data firstly to predict the genetic prevalence of WD and secondly to assess the penetrance of WD variants to derive a more realistic WD prevalence that takes into account low penetrant variants.
Our initial estimates for population prevalence of WD included frequencies of all variants that had been reported as disease causing in the WDMD and more recent literature, with no adjustments for penetrance. We defined variants as WD-ATP7B variants if they were classified as disease causing in the WDMD or were reported as disease causing in the literature. Many of these variants could be defined according to the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) guidelines (Richards et al. 2015) as pathogenic or likely pathogenic, however, for some there would be a lack of supporting information to definitively categorise them as such. We also included LoF variants that were present in the gnomAD dataset but had not been reported in WD patients. This initial estimate predicted that approximately 1 in 2400 people would have pathogenic genotypes and would be at risk of developing WD, with 1 in 25 people being carriers of pathogenic variants.
This initial prevalence estimate did not take into account variant penetrance that may lead to people carrying WD genotypes either not expressing the disease or having milder phenotypes. We took steps to remove variants from our analyses that may be distorting prevalence estimates. These included probable low penetrant variants that based on few reports in the WD literature are at unexpectedly high frequencies, and possible low penetrant variants that were defined based on low VEST3 scores. After removal of these predicted low penetrant variants from our analysis the estimated prevalence of WD fell.
Our rationale for removing the 13 variants classified as probable low penetrance is supported by a review of the WD literature. Given their frequencies in the gnomAD dataset the number of publications describing them in WD cohorts is much lower than expected Therefore, the gnomAD population data alone could be sufficient evidence to reclassify the variants we identified as being probable low penetrant to benign or likely benign. The functional characterisation of these variants would be useful for confirming that they are indeed low penetrant or non-causative. However, recent research suggests that current cell-based systems may not be accurate at measuring mild impairments in ATP7B function (Guttmann et al. 2018) .
After removing variants with low VEST3 scores the predicted prevalence of WD genotypes fell further but because these variants were relatively infrequent the reduction was marginal. Although our analysis showed that the VEST3 algorithm performed well at discriminating between WD and non-WD ATP7B missense variants, no VEP algorithms are 100% accurate and hence the classification and removal of variants based purely on VEPs should be taken with caution. A recent report that analysed VEP algorithms suggests that these in silico analysis methods tend to over-estimate the pathogenicity of ATP7B variants unless thresholds are altered for the specific protein in question (Tang et al. 2019) . When this is considered, there may be many more ATP7B variants that are incorrectly classified as disease causing and these may be distorting the predicted prevalence of the disease.
Based on our analysis of WD-ATP7B variant frequencies and considering the above strategies to account for low penetrant variants our final prediction for the population prevalence of WD is in the range of 1 in 17,000 to 1 in 20,000 of the global population with 1 in 65 to 1 in 70 as heterozygous carriers. It is of note that the predicted prevalence was not uniform across the 8 gnomAD subpopulations. The highest prevalence was observed in the Ashkenazi Jewish and East Asian subpopulations, both being close to 1 in 5000 with 1 in 36 heterozygous carriers. In the Ashkenazi Jewish population the most prevalent pathogenic variant was p.His1069Gln. This was also the most prevalent pathogenic variant in the European population and reflects the likely origin of this variant in the ancestors of Eastern Europeans (Gomes and Dedoussis 2016). In East Asians the most prevalent pathogenic variants were p.Thr935Met and p.Arg778Leu, both with similar allele frequencies.
Our prevalence estimate is higher than the traditional estimate of 1 in 30,000 but is not as high as other recent genetic estimates (Coffey et al. 2013; Collet et al. 2018; Gao et al. 2019 ). The recent Gao et al. study also used the gnomAD data to estimate the global prevalence of WD (Gao et al. 2019) . However, while their method for estimating prevalence was similar, their analysis of penetrance was different to ours. Hence their final prevalence estimate of around 1 in 7000 is significantly higher (Gao et al. 2019) . To address the issue of low penetrant variants, they used an equation reported by Whiffin et al (Whiffin et al. 2017 ) that calculates a maximum credible population allele frequency and filtered out all variants with allele frequencies higher than this. This method only removed 4 high frequency variants from their analysis. Recent studies from the UK and France also estimated relatively high carrier rates for WD using control populations (Coffey et al. 2013; Collet et al. 2018) . Both studies filtered out some potentially low penetrant variants based largely on in silico computational analysis. However, unlike our study, none of these genetic studies used information from the WD literature to identify variants that are at too high a frequency in the population to be major contributors to WD genotypes. We have This study emphasises the difficulty in assigning WD prevalence from population datasets.
Accurate prevalence estimates depend upon an assessment of the penetrance of individual genetic variants, not a straightforward task.
In conclusion, we have used NGS data to analyse the prevalence of WD in global populations, with a concerted approach to evaluating variant penetrance. This study highlights the importance of considering variant penetrance when assigning causality to genetic variants. Variants that have relatively high allele frequencies but low frequencies in patient cohorts are likely to have low penetrance. Large NGS datasets and improved VEP algorithms now allow us to evaluate with more accuracy the pathogenicity of genetic variants. The penetrance of ATP7B variants is likely to be on a spectrum: LoF variants are known to have high penetrance, whereas, some missense variants are thought to have lower penetrance (Chang and Hahn 2017). It would be valuable to determine the effects that low penetrant variants identified here have on ATP7B protein function and whether individuals carrying genotypes containing these variants have milder abnormalities of copper homeostasis, later onset or less severe forms of WD. Finally, this approach to predicting the prevalence of WD and penetrance of variants could be applied to other Mendelian inherited disorders.
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